THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ARSON INVESTIGATORS (IAAI) defines a cold fire scene as one that has been fully extinguished for at least 72 hours and not generating detectable or visible dust, fumes, mists, particulates, gases, vapors or aerosols (Photo 1). This article is for those who enter a fire scene days or weeks after the fire has been extinguished (the post-fire environment) who may think that, because it is a cold fire scene it is a safe scene: insurance agents or adjusters, engineers, cleanup crew members, attorneys or others who enter more than a few scenes throughout their lifetime. These individuals may often walk through the scene wearing street clothes and spend time looking around or taking pictures, or spend hours working in the scene without using any PPE, then get in their vehicle and leave. All the while, unbeknownst to them, these people are being exposed to the fire’s toxic by-products that are still present. And, just like the several thousand people who die in structure fires each year, these exposed people may well die from being at the fire scenes too. But it could happen many years later and likely no one will know that the post-fire scenes they entered over the years could have contributed to their death.

In the past 10 years, the author has been to hundreds of post-fire scenes as a public or private fire investigator and has seen firsthand the devastation that fires can wreak on families and livelihoods; it can be heart-wrenching. During that time, the author has also been researching and writing about the adverse health effects of post-fire scenes. We know that these scenes can be hazardous to the long-term health of fire investigators. That also means they can be hazardous to anyone else who spends time in them. Knowing that people working in this environment are at risk because they are not adequately protected is disconcerting. IAAI’s health and safety committee is working to expand the post-fire environment research and broaden the understanding of the post-fire scene health hazards.

Post-Fire Scene Hazards

NIOSH’s Miriam Calkins (as cited in IAAI Health & Safety Committee, 2020) says, “There are many hazardous chemicals in the post-fire environment, and how they combine to form other hazardous compounds is presently unknown” (p. 10). Some research shows that gases and vapors generally dissipate over time (Weiss & Miller, 2011). Still, time alone is not a good predictor of possible hazards (Nelson, 2011). And while these vapors and gases may go away over time, the particulates do not.

Much has been written in the past few years about the effects of these toxic gases on firefighters, but not enough has been said about their impact on others working in the post-fire environment long after the fire trucks have left, or about the persistence of particulates. The current research data for the post-fire scene is scant. Along with several research partners, IAAI is working to change that. But there is also much that is unknown.

OSH professionals should all know that the potential exists for physical, environmental and biological hazards from a wide variety of sources at every post-fire scene. These hazards are usually identified by a good scene safety survey upon first arriving at the scene. These hazards can be readily seen, and most are mitigated by using the various hierarchy of control methods. During and immediately after a fire, many fire gases are present. But after the fire and for a considerable time thereafter, particulates,

KEY TAKEAWAYS
- With rare exceptions, every post-fire scene contains health hazards that require the use of PPE, including respiratory protection.
- This article discusses the types of hazards that may be present at post-fire scenes and how these hazards can affect workers who enter these spaces, which may include cleanup crews, engineers, insurance personnel and attorneys.
- It also describes protective gear and safety protocols that can be established and followed to help protect those entering post-fire scenes. An N95 filter is not adequate respiratory protection in the post-fire environment.
vapors and gases are present that continue to be a threat to everyone in the vicinity, and they cannot be seen.

Fire smoke is a mixture of particles and chemicals produced by the incomplete burning of carbon-containing materials. All smoke contains carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and particulate matter (soot). Smoke can contain many different chemicals, including aldehydes, acid gases, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, benzene, toluene, styrene, metals and dioxins (NYSDOH, n.d.). This is what stains the walls and covers surfaces at the post-fire scene. These particulates remain in the scene until cleanup or demolition is finished, and they can be stirred up by merely walking through the scene, moving objects or digging. And the most harmful ones cannot be seen.

The content and type of particulate matter found in the post-fire environment are varied and complex. These particulates are made up of the combustion residue from whatever burned. Think about all the things this could include at a residential structure: plastics and other synthetic materials, cleaning products, solvents, insecticides and more. The number of plastics alone in homes today is nearly unquantifiable, as are the glues used in laminated furnishings and construction materials (Bolstad-Johnson, 2018).

There are more than 100 known carcinogens in fire smoke and many different toxic gases. It is known that during the fire and for an undetermined time after, harmful gases, including carbon monoxide, hydrogen cyanide and formaldehyde, are present (Bolstad-Johnson et al., 2000). They likely dissipate over time, but it is suspected that gas and vapor molecules can also be trapped in fire debris and released when the debris is moved.

A study found that “97%+ (of particulates) were too small to be visible by the naked eye suggesting that ‘clean’ air was not really that clean” (Fabian et al., 2010, p. 256). These are the nanoparticulates. The ones that are 5 microns and smaller can travel to the farthest depths of the lungs when inhaled (Figure 1, p. 22). They are not visible to the human eye, but they are present at every fire scene. The polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in this post-fire scene residue can exist as particles and gas so they can be inhaled and absorbed. Of the 18 polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons commonly produced in fires, nine are known carcinogens (Fent et al., 2013).

One particulate hazard of note is asbestos. From the 1930s to the 1970s, U.S. manufacturers added asbestos to a wide range of products to make them more durable. Although asbestos is now regulated in the U.S., it is found in many older structures. However, the substance is still used in some new products today so it could be present after any structure fire. Asbestos regulations in other countries vary greatly, so asbestos exposure at a post-fire scene is possible anywhere. When inhaled, asbestos can lead to “several very serious . . . pulmonary conditions” (Brantom et al., 2018, p. 5). Brantom et al. further note that “the very nature of the work of firefighter will inevitably expose them to asbestos” (p. 5). Therefore, it is a logical extension that anyone else working in the post-fire scene could also be exposed.

Scott and Scott (2019) enumerate a broad range of lead-containing household items, including jewelry, pipes, stained glass, antiques, electronics and toys. During a structure fire, lead fumes are produced from these items when heated to at least 932 °F. The average house fire burns at a temperature between 1000 and 2000 °F. At these temperatures, the lead releases highly toxic lead oxide fumes. When they cool, these fumes condense into solid particles that are released into the atmosphere and become part of the nanoparticulates present in the post-fire scene. While lead oxide is hazardous to adults, it poses the most significant risk to young children, infants and unborn babies in the form of damage to the central and peripheral nervous systems, learning disabilities, impaired hearing, and impaired formation and function of blood cells (CDC, n.d.). If a worker is not adequately protected while working in the post-fire scene, these particulates can be transported home on clothing and the body, exposing family members.

Exposure hazards can be from ingestion, injection, absorption or inhalation. Differences in gender, weight, age and even genetic sequences can alter the concentration at which they react and the reaction level. There are also other variables. Concentration and duration play a role in the effects of any exposure. There is also the body’s natural defense mechanisms and the fact that susceptibility varies by person (Mangelsdorf et al., 2014; Roberts et al., 2015). All of this means that every exposure is different for each person. Because of these many unknowns, the best practice is to protect oneself every time.

The two most common entry routes for these hazards in the post-fire environment are inhalation and dermal absorption. Not coincidentally, the body’s two largest organs are the lungs and skin. Semple (2004) notes that “many chemicals can cross the unbroken skin” (p. 381).
The use of proper respiratory protection helps with the inhalation hazard. But unlike for inhalation exposure, there are no U.S. occupational exposure limits for dermal exposure (Semple, 2004). The regular removal of soot and unseen particulates from the skin helps limit the absorption of the many harmful chemicals found in the post-fire environment. There is some movement in the EU to define dermal occupational exposure limits (Mangelsdorf et al., 2014). However, knowledge of the compound’s hazardous characteristics is necessary. This could be done in a facility where a known material is being used. This is impossible to determine in the post-fire environment where many harmful substances are likely present.

A related factor that everyone working in the post-fire environment should also take into consideration is heat. The skin is highly porous, with many potential pathways for toxins to enter the body. Skin permeability increases as skin temperature increases. The hotter the temperature, the more the skin perspires and the faster toxins permeate into the body (Park et al., 2008).

Why Is All of This a Problem?

Even though many workers spend time in and around fire debris that contains particulates or that can release toxic gases, or the gases ride along on the particulates on their trip into unprotected lungs, the culture is often to think, “It hasn’t hurt me yet so why should I change?” or “That’s the way we have always done it.” Unfortunately, this mentality is exacerbated by the fact that, absent something bad (acute) happening at or immediately after being at a scene, workers go home feeling OK and do not think about the cumulative effects of these exposures. So, when medical issues develop years later, it is too late to go back and change things. This is an inherently dangerous attitude that must change.

With the understanding that nanoparticulates cannot be seen when a worker enters the warm or hot zone of any cold fire scene (Figure 2), these nanoparticulates will be stirred up. They will attach to whatever the worker is wearing and, unless protected, the worker will also breathe them in. Another point to understand is that these nanoparticulates are present not only inside the structure. As the smoke from a fire rises, it cools and condenses into particulates, and they fall to the ground. As shown in Figure 2, the area of this warm zone varies depending on the wind speed and direction and includes the surrounding outdoor areas that are covered with these particulates.

By simply walking into the warm or hot zones of a cold fire scene, workers collect nanoparticulates on their clothing, exposed skin, footwear and in their hair. Unless protected, workers can then spread the nanoparticulates into their vehicle when leaving and at the next destination. This exposure continues and exposes family members, coworkers and others. This continued exposure is demonstrated in the video, “Bunker Gear Transfer: The Invisible Danger” (Harrison, 2018; https://youtu.be/UFzP1rQJWSQ).

When someone breathes in particulates, the larger ones (generally 10 microns or larger), are captured by the body’s natural defenses and expelled. The smaller particulates are inhaled into the lungs and, therefore, can be a health hazard. The smallest particulates can penetrate deep into the lungs, all the way into the alveoli, and are potentially highly problematic for human health (Cimbala, 2014). Unfortunately, on average, most people can only distinguish objects down to about 70 microns with the naked eye, which is about the size of a single strand of hair. If the particulate reflects light, one might be able to see it down to about 10 microns (Cimbala, 2014). So, the most hazardous
particulates, the nanoparticulates, cannot be seen. But they are present nonetheless and are dangerous to human health.

Chronic exposure symptoms of disease typically do not present themselves for years. Leukemia can occur in as little as 3 years, while lung cancer can take as long as 30 years to appear (Burgess & Calkins, 2020). This is known as latency and is the reason that it is important to protect workers now to prevent illness that could arise in the future. When a person feels fine after an exposure, recognizing this danger and being proactive can be difficult.

**The Solution**

Establishing, following and enforcing scene safety protocols today can save lives in the future. The best way to accomplish this is through the proper use of PPE, especially respiratory protection, by every person entering the cold fire scene.

As discussed, walking through the scene, touching or moving any fire debris, digging or cleaning stirs up particulates and creates a health hazard for everyone present. The NIOSH (n.d.) hierarchy of controls is an approach to controlling exposures to occupational hazards that is the fundamental method of protecting workers. Unfortunately, most of these control methodologies are not adequate in the post-fire environment. As stated in the current edition of National Fire Protection Association 921 (2021), “Although generally considered one of the least effective control measures, wearing proper PPE may be one of the only available control measures due to the nature of fire investigations.” This would apply to everyone else working in the post-fire scene as well.

Therefore, every person in the post-fire scene for any reason should wear the following PPE:

- **Coveralls** (preferably disposable and with a hood) that completely cover the arms, legs and head. Some variations are acceptable, but the goal is to cover as much of the body as possible.
- **Disposable nitrile gloves** and covered with disposable leather-palm gloves if the worker is touching or moving anything. These are single-use.
- **Boots or shoes with a steel toe and puncture-resistant sole.**
- **Proper respiratory protection equipment,** as further discussed below.
- **Goggles or similar PPE** to reduce the possibility of ocular absorption.
- **Helmet with chin strap** if there is any chance of material falling.

All of this PPE should be donned and doffed in the cold zone (Figure 2), away from any area where particulates may be, and packaged and sealed after use. The sealed package should be placed in the worker’s trunk or truck bed so that nothing contaminated is in the vehicle’s passenger area. There are two categories of contaminated items: those that go in the trash and those that are to be cleaned and reused. Disposing of the trash bag is simple, but it should not be left at the scene. However, when opening the bag containing items to be cleaned and reused, the worker must wear at least a respirator and nitrile gloves to protect themselves from the nanoparticulates that will be expelled. Detailed information on this process, as well as detailed decontamination and washing procedures, can be found in the IAAI (2020) white paper, “Fire Investigator Health and Safety Best Practices.”

**Respiratory Protection**

In the U.S., OSHA regulations govern the need for and use of proper respiratory protection equipment. Respirators are required when adequate engineering controls are not feasible, while they are being instituted, or when controls cannot be effectively used to eliminate the hazard. OSHA also requires employers to provide employees with respirators that are applicable and suitable for the purpose intended when such equipment is necessary to protect the employee’s health.

OSHA provides an online tool to help determine the proper respiratory equipment needed. One of the information subsets offered with this tool discusses the employer’s responsibility to conduct an exposure assessment. Employers must make a reasonable estimate of the employee exposures anticipated to occur due to those hazards, including those likely to be encountered in reasonably foreseeable emergencies, and must also identify the physical state and chemical form of such contaminants. This includes identifying the respiratory hazards that could be present.

However, to use the OSHA respirator selection advisor software, it is imperative to know several workplace parameters, two of which are the OSHA permissible exposure limit and the maximum exposure level in the workplace of a single contaminant and its physical state. This, of course, requires identifying specific hazards, which, as discussed, is impossible in the post-fire environment. IAAI has identified the best level of respiratory...
The post-fire health hazards are real and present at every fire scene. Just because the hazard is not visible does not mean it is not there, so it is important to protect oneself and workers accordingly.
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